OUTLAW B/V
Back-Pack Vacuum

The Outlaw B/V Back-Pack Vacuum from NSS® cuts through the
clutter to clean where uprights and tank vacuums cannot. Ideally
suited for cleaning tight areas, this comfortable, lightweight vacuum
is excellent for offices, schools, theaters, auditoriums, retail stores
and even aircraft. An optional outlet allows the Outlaw B/V to be
used with a Powerwand attachment. Where Indoor Air Quality is a
concern, an optional snap-on HEPA filter attachment is available.
Because of its unique design, the Outlaw B/V is easy on the
operator. While ordinary back-packs carry weight at the operator’s
shoulders, the Outlaw B/V carries its weight comfortably at the
operator’s hips, reducing back strain.
NSS Enterprises, Inc.
3115 Frenchmens Road
Toledo, Ohio 43607-2958
USA

The Outlaw B/V maintains its incredible suction power throughout a
job, because airflow remains unobstructed through the points of its
unique triangular body even when the bag is full.
ISO 9001
CERTIFIED

FM 40553

OUTLAW B/V Specifications
MOTOR
Type
HP
Available
CURRENT

HOSE

CONSTRUCTION
Housing
Rotocast polyethylene

2-stage, flow-through 120V.
1-1/8 in. HP input @ 1.5 in.
(3.81 cm) orifice
120V. / 400 Hz for aircraft
240V. / 50 Hz
7.7 amps @ 120V. — maximum
3.8 amps @ 240V. — maximum

HARNESS

2 in. wide adjustable
padded hip belt
Adjustable padded
shoulder straps

SOUND LEVEL 75 dbA @ operator

WATERLIFT 90 in. (228 cm) sealed
9.2 in. (23.4 cm) @ 1.5 in.
(3.81 cm) orifice
CFM

91 (2.58 m3) @ 1.5 in.
(3.81 cm) orifice

CLOSURE
CAP

Adjustable for left or right-handed use AREA
CAPACITY
Recovery Capacity 6.5 quarts (6.15 l.)

50 ft. (15.2 m)
16-3 SJT

CORD

Top-fill cloth filter
Poly-lined paper inserts
(fits inside cloth filter)
Optional HEPA filter
assembly attachment
Foam pre-filter
Foam final filter air
diffuser
285 in.2 (723.9 cm2)

FILTER

Wire supported
1-5/8 in. I.D.;
swivel cuff at
wand; 1.5 in.
I.D. intake

DIMENSIONS
Height
Width
WEIGHT
SHIPPING
WEIGHT
WARRANTY

25 in. (63.5 cm)
8 in. (20.3 cm)
10 lbs. (4.5 kg)
+2 lbs. for HEPA
18.4 lbs. (8.4 kg)
3 year limited
10 years poly parts

Top View
Straight, full 1.5 in. I.D.
intake to prevent clogging.
Lightweight, durable rotocast
polyethylene body resists dents
and corrosion.

Airflow remains unobstructed through
the points of its unique triangular body
even when the filter bag is full.
Adjustable intake cap
accommodates left or
right-handed operators.

Top-fill filter for peak
vacuuming performance.

Detail Tool Kit
#6797059
Basic tools for tight applications;
includes a 12 in. combination floor tool.

Adjustable harness is padded
where it counts — at the
shoulders and hips.

Filter
bag

Large diameter
hose (1-5/8 in.
I.D.) for greater
suction power.

Cord Clip keeps
cord behind you
as you work.
(not shown)

Lite Carpet and Dusting Kit
#6790141
Complete tool set with 14 in. carpet tool.

Diffused air exhaust — it will
not disturb paper or other
light objects in work area.

On Model #6706702.

Deluxe Open Area Tool Kit
#6790069
Heavy-duty tools include a 16 in. cast
aluminum carpet tool.

A HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filter assembly (#6793459) snaps on
to keep even the finest contaminants from being exhausted into the air.
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